questioning the canon
In a world of unprecedented possibilities and unforeseen brutalities, what can architectural education do?

Kiel Moe is a registered practicing architect and Associate Professor of Architecture & Energy in the Department of Architecture at Harvard University Graduate School of Design. His research and pedagogy reckons with the standing epistemological limitations of energy discourse and methods in architecture. In recognition of his design and research, he was awarded the 2016-17 Fulbright Distinguished Chair in Helsinki, Finland, the 2006-10 Graham P. Stevens Rome Prize Fellow in Architecture, 2013 Boston Design Biennial Award, the 2011 Architecture League of New York Prize, and the 2011 AIA National Young Architect Award. He has published several books including: Empire, State & Building, 2016; The Hierarchies of Energy in Architecture: Analysis with Roy R. Srinivasan, 2018; Insulating Modernism: Isolating and Non-Isolated Thermo-Systems in Architecture, 2019; Convergence: An Interdisciplinary Agenda for Energy.

conversation 1: environment and technology
Within a more-than-human world, how can the study of building technology interrogate the appropriateness of technology itself?
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Marc Simmons is a founding principal of Front Inc., a faculty consulting firm, based in New York, San Francisco, Beijing, and Hong Kong. Plans are specialists in architectural facade systems for new construction and adaptive re-use, including custom curtain walls, hybrid cladding systems and the use of structural glass and timber. Lightweight. Front’s portfolio includes large-scale high-rise projects, public and cultural institutions, additions to historically sensitive sites, and custom work for museum, educational, and research. Simmons studied architecture at the University of Toronto School of Architecture, Canada and worked for the architectural and engineering practices Dewhurst Macfarlane & Partners and for Meinhardt Façade Technology. He has served as faculty member at Princeton University School of Architecture from 2005 to 2012, and held the Thomas W. Venturiett III Distinguished Chair in Architectural Design in the School of Architecture at Georgia Tech.
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